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3D views
isometric. See Isometric views
perspective. See Perspective views

A
Abbreviations
 clear dimensions, 192
door and frame finish, 199
floor finish, 225
furniture type (tags), 213
wall base, 225
wall finish, 225

Activating Revit, 11
Active project files, 13
Adobe Acrobat Pro, 282
ADSKLIB files, 116–117

Aligned dimensions
casework details, 259
ceiling details, 263
construction plans, 191, 192
interior elevations, 140
plan details, 255
reflected ceiling plans, 242

Annotation symbols
coordinating drawing symbols, 277
graphic scale, 38
HVAC, 97
life safety, 97
light fixtures, 97
north arrow, 38

Annotation tags
building section tag, 146
ceiling tag, 91
door tag, 189
furniture tag, 211, 237
interior elevation tag, 137
room tag, 63, 190, 211, 223, 237
wall tag, 189

Appearance Assets, 113, 115, 122, 130
Appearance tab, Material Browser, 113, 115
Architectural columns. See Columns
Architectural scale
casework details, 257
ceiling details, 261
changing, 38
in sheets, 280
plan details, 253
reflected ceiling plans, 242

Architectural template, 12
Architecture plan. See Construction Plan

Arranging views, 18
Asset Browser
carpet (example), 113
frosted glass (example), 115

AutoCAD
exporting for, 180–181
linking drawings, 39
versus BIM, 5

Autodesk Educational Community, 6

B
Backup project files, 13
(BIM) Building Information Modeling, 4–5
Blend forms, 171

Boundaries
ceiling, 85, 94–96
filled region, 142
floors, 56–57, 156
forms, 171
ramps, 44
room, 63, 84, 190

Building elevations, 144–145
adding, 144
element, professional, 150
scope, 144
Building levels. See Levels, building
Building sections, 146–148
   adding, 146
   example, professional, 151
   scope, 147
   splitting the section view, 148

C
CAD. See AutoCAD
Callouts
   callout symbol, adjusting, 248
   enlarged elevation, 251
   enlarged plan, 248–249
   enlarged RCP, 250
   plan detail, 252–255
Camera button, 102
Cascading open views, 18
Casework details, 256–259
   adding, 256
   annotating, 259
   checklist, 265
   detail lines, adding, 258
   dimensioning, 259
   hatches, adding, 258
   scope, adjusting, 257
   section detail symbol, adjusting, 256
   viewing, 257
Ceiling details, 260–263
   adding, 260
   annotating, 263
   checklist, 265
   detail components, 264
   detail lines, adding, 262
   dimensioning, 263
   hatches, adding, 262
   professional example, 265
   scope, adjusting, 261
   viewing, 260
Ceiling plans. See Reflected ceiling plans (RCP)
Ceilings, 84–87. See also Reflected ceiling plans (RCP)
   (ACT) acoustic ceiling tile, 87
   adding, automatic, 84
   adding, sketching, 85
   advanced, 94–96
   ceiling grids, moving, 86
   ceiling grids, rotating, 86
family types, changing, 87
   (GWB) gypsum wallboard, 87
   light fixtures, 88–91
   multiple heights, 94
   multiple materials, 94
   openings, curved, 95
   sloped, 96
Checklists
   3D drawings, 109
   building elevations, 150
   building sections, 151
   construction plans, 206
   details, 265
   enlarged plans, 266
   interior elevations, 149
   isometrics, 109
   perspectives, 109
   roofs, 166
   site plans, 166
Cloud rendering, 126
Color Fill Legend
   floor finish color scheme, 66–67
   room color scheme, 64–65
Color Fill Room Legend
   adding, 64
   color scheme, editing, 65, 67
Column grid lines, 52–53
   adding, 52
   copying, 53
   graphics, 53
   moving, 53
Columns, 54–55
   adding, 54
   rotated, adding, 55
Companion downloads. See Guided Discovery Exercises
Components. See Families
Computer-aided Design. See AutoCAD
Consistent Colors Visual Style, 107
Construction plans, 188–193
   adding to sheets, 276
   checklist, 206
   dimensions, 191–193
   door tags, adding, 189
   enlarged plan callouts, 248
hiding furniture, 93, 189
phase filters, 197
phasing, overview, 194
professional example, 207
room boundaries, adding, 190
view, adding, 188
view, renaming, 188
wall tags, adding, 189
Crashes, eliminating graphics, 16
Creating families. See Families, creating
Crop region
casework detail, 257
ceiling detail, 261
enlarged elevation, 251
enlarged plan, 249
enlarged RCP, 250
interior elevation, 139
plan detail, 253
Curtain wall, 74–77
adding, 74
curtain grids, adding, 75
doors, adding, 77
frosted glass, adding, 77
mullions, adding, 76
panels, joining, 75
Curved stairs, 42
CutePDF Writer, 282

D
Datum elements, 5
Deleting views, 108
Demolition plans, 196
overview, 194
phasing, 196
view, adding, 196
view, renaming, 196
Detail Lines
in casework details, 258
in ceiling details, 262
in plan details, 254
Details
casework details. See Casework details
ceiling details. See Ceiling details
checklist, 265
detail components, 264
numbering schemes, 277
plan details. See Plan details
Dimensions
angular, 193
casework details, 259
ceiling details, 263
construction plans, 191–193
corridors, 192
doors, 192
EQ dimension strings, 243
interior elevations, 140
modifying dimension strings, 193
plan details, 255
reflected ceiling plan, 242
temporary dimensions, settings, 88
walls, 191
witness lines, 193
Disabling graphics hardware acceleration, 16
Doors, 28–33
adding, 28
copying, 30
curtain walls, adding to, 77
deleting, 29
family, loading new doors, 33
family, modifying existing doors, 32
family type, changing, 31–33
flipping, 29
material abbreviations, 199
moving, 29
numbering, 198
storefront walls, adding to, 72–73
Door schedules, 198–205
adding, 200
appearance, changing, 202, 204
construction phases, 203
custom fields, adding, 201
editing content, 205
fields, adding, 200
filtering, 201
formatting, 202
grouping columns, 204
material abbreviations, 199
numbering schemes, 198
overview, 198–199
sorting, 202
viewing, 203
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Drawing Area, 14
DWG, exporting to. See AutoCAD

E
Educational license, 6
Element types, Revit model, 5
Elevations
  building. See Building elevations
  interior. See Interior elevations
Elevations, enlarged callouts
  adding, 251
  scope, adjusting, 251
  viewing, 251
Errors, graphics, 16
Existing conditions plans, 195
  overview, 194
  phasing, 195
  view, adding, 195
  view, renaming, 195
Exit sign symbol, 97
Exporting
  for AutoCAD, 180–181
  for SketchUp, 182
Extending multiple walls, 26
Extending one wall, 26
Exterior elevations. See Building elevations
Extrusion forms, 170

F
Families
  architectural columns, 54
  categories, 168
  categories, changing, 168, 221
  ceiling components, 88
  detail components, 264
  doors, 31–33
  furniture, 34–37
  materials. See Materials, in families
  structural columns, 54
  templates, 168
  trees, 162–164
  windows, 31
Families, creating, 168–179
  blend forms, 171
  category, changing, 168
  extrusion forms, 170
  forms, 170–175
  furniture, 176–179
  project browser, 169
  revolve forms, 172
  sweep forms, 173
  swept blend forms, 174
  templates, 168
  void forms, 175
File menu. See File tab
Files. See Saving
File tab, 14, 16
Fillet, 27
Fillet arc walls, 27
Finish abbreviations. See Abbreviations
Finish plans, 222–223
  room tags, adding, 223
  view, adding, 222
  view, renaming, 222
Finish schedule. See Room finish schedule
Fire sprinkler symbol, 97
Flat roofs, 156–158
  adding, 156
  parapet walls, 157
  walls and columns, attaching, 158
Floor finish legend, 66–67
Floor plans
  construction plans. See Construction plans
  enlarged plan. See Floor plans, enlarged callouts
  enlarged plan callouts, 248
  furniture plans. See Furniture plans; See Reflected ceiling plans (RCP)
  overview, 20
  sheets, adding to, 276
  space plan. See Furniture plans; See Reflected ceiling plans (RCP)
  views, adding to the project browser, 51
Floor plans, enlarged callouts, 248–249
  adding, 248
  callout symbol, adjusting, 248
  checklist, 266
  crop region, adjusting, 249
  scope, adjusting, 249
  viewing, 249
Floor slabs, 56–57
  adding, 56
  copying, 56
curved openings, adding, 57
openings, adding, 57
splitting faces, 120
Furniture, 34–37
categories, changing, 221
downloading families, 36–37
families, creating, 176–179
seating, 35
tables, 34
tags, adding, 211
Furniture plans, 210–211
adding to sheets, 276
enlarged plan callouts, 248
furniture tags, adding, 211
room tags, adding, 190, 211
view, adding, 210
view, renaming, 210
Furniture schedule by room, 218–221
editing content, 220
fields, adding, 219
overview, 212–213
properties, 219
sorting, 219
standard abbreviations, 213
Furniture schedule, quantity, 214–217
adding, 214
appearance, changing, 216
custom fields, adding, 215
fields, adding, 214
filtering, 215
formatting, 216
overview, 212–213
sorting, 216
standard abbreviations, 213
viewing, 217
G
Graphical user interface. See User interface
Graphic scale, 38
Graphics errors, 16
Graphics hardware acceleration, 16. See also Disabling graphics hardware acceleration
Graphics tab, material browser, 112, 114
Guardrails, 45
Guided Discovery Exercises
ceilings, 84, 85, 91
construction plans, 208
construction plans, furniture plans, 58
curtain wall, 78
doors and windows, 28, 30, 31
enlarged plans and details, 267
families, 184
finish plans, 234
floor plans, 78–80
furniture, 34, 35, 37
furniture family, 176–179, 184
furniture plans, 234
interior elevations, 152
overview, 46
painting walls, 118
perspective, isometric, 109
reflected ceiling plans, 246
roofs, 154, 166
sheets, 284
site components (trees), 162
storefront wall, 70, 78
title block, 284
topography, 159–160, 166
GWB ceilings, 87
H
Handrails
adding, 45
ramps, 44
stairs, 40, 42, 43
Hatching. See Region hatch
Hidden line visual style, 106
Hiding furniture, 189
Host elements, overview, 5
HVAC return register symbol, 97
HVAC supply diffuser symbol, 97
I
Identity tab, material browser, 112, 114
Installing Revit, 6–11
Interactive Ray Trace, 125
Interior elevations, 136–143
adding, 136
annotating, 140–143
crop region, 139
dimensions, adding, 140
enlarged elevation callouts, 251
example, professional, 149
lineweight, 139
linework, 139
material hatches, 142
scope, 136
splitting the elevation view, 138
tag, adjusting symbol, 137
text leaders, 141
Isometric views, 104–105
creating, 104
deleting, 108
renaming, 108
section box, 105
visual styles, 106–107

L
Labels. See Text labels
Learning Exercises
curtain wall and storefront, 184
enlarged plans and details, 267
families, 184
floor finish legend, adding, 82
furniture, adding, 80
furniture plans, 58, 208, 234
interior elevations, 152
perspective and isometric drawings, 109
presentation plans, 78–82
reflected ceiling plans, 98, 246
room tags, adding, 81
sheets, 284
Legends
color fill room legend, 64
floor finish legend, 66
Legends, reflected ceiling plans, 238–239
Levels, building, 48–51
adding, 48, 50
copying, 49, 50
defined, 5, 48, 211, 223, 237
graphics, adjusting, 49
moving, 49
plan views, adding, 51
renaming, 48
Life safety symbols, 97
Light fixtures, 88–91
adding, 88
changing family type, 90
copying, 89
families, 97
modifying type properties, 90
moving, 89
tags, adding, 237
Lighting, rendering
artificial light, 127
sunlight, 128
sunlight and artificial light, 129
Lineweight, adjusting, 139
Linework, 139
Linking AutoCAD drawings, 39
managing links, 39
Lists, sheet. See Sheet lists
M
Managing AutoCAD links, 39
Material Browser, 112–115
Appearance tab, 113, 115
Asset Browser, 113, 115
Graphics tab, 112, 114
Identity tab, 112, 114
Material Library (ADSKLIB) files, 116–117
Material parameters. See Materials, in families
Materials, in families
existing material, assigning, 123
material parameters, adding in the family editor, 177
material parameters, assigning to forms, 178–179
material parameters, changing in projects, 121, 179
new material, creating and assigning, 121–122
Materials, painting, 118–120
painting split floors, 120
painting split walls, 119
painting walls, 118
splitting floor faces, 120
splitting wall faces, 119
Materials, photorealistic, 112–117
carpet (example), 112–113
frosted glass (example), 114–115
material browser, 112–113
material library (ADSKLIB) files, 116–117
Sherwin-Williams paint (example), 116
Model components, 5
Model elements, 5
Mullions
  in curtain walls, 76
  in storefront walls, 70

N
North arrow, 38
Numbering
details, 277
doors, 198
furniture, 211, 213
light fixtures, 237
rooms, 63, 198
sheets, 270

O
Open an existing project, 12
Openings
  ceilings, 94, 95
  floor slabs, 57
Options bar, 14
Organizing drawings (sheets), 270

P
Painting materials. See Materials, painting
Panel buttons, ribbon, 15
Panel tabs, ribbon, 15
Panel tiles, ribbon, 15
Parapet walls, 157
PDF
  creating (printing), 282–283
  software, 282
Perspective views, 102–103
  creating, 102
  deleting, 108
  renaming, 108
  reposition camera, 103
  resize/crop perspectives, 103
  scale perspectives, 103
  visual styles, 106–107
Phasing, 194–197
  demolition plans, 196
  existing conditions plan, 195
  new construction plans, 197
Photorealistic materials. See Materials, photorealistic
Photorealistic rendering. See Rendering, photorealistic
Plan details (callouts), 252–255
  adding, 252
  annotating, 255
  callout symbol, adjusting, 252
  checklist, 265
  detail components, 264
  detail lines, 254
  dimensioning, 255
  hatches, adding, 254
  scope, adjusting, 253
  viewing, 253
Presentation plans, 62–65
  room boundaries, adding, 63
  view, adding, 62
  view, duplicating, 66
  view, renaming, 62, 66
Printing
  current window, 280
  multiple views/sheets, 281
  multi-view PDF, 282–283
  PDFs, 282–283
Product key, 8, 11
Project Browser, 14
  family editor, 169
  project editor, 17
Projects
  active files, 13
  backup files, 13
  creating, 12
  opening, 12
  saving, 13
Properties Palette, 14, 17

Q
Quantity furniture schedule. See Furniture schedule, quantity
Quick Access toolbar, 14

R
Railings, 45
Ramps, 44
Ray Trace visual style, 107
Realistic visual style, 107
Reflected ceiling plans, enlarged callouts
  adding, 250
  checklist, 266
  professional example, 266
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scope, adjusting, 250
viewing, 250
Reflected ceiling plans (RCP)
adding to sheets, 276
ceiling tag, 91
dimensions, 242
doors, hiding, 93
enlarged RCP callouts, 250
 legends, 238
light fixtures, adding, 88
light fixture tags, adding, 237
professional example, 245
room tags, adding, 237
view, adding, 236
view range, adjusting, 92–93
view, renaming, 236
views, adding to the project browser, 51
Region hatch
casework details, 258
ceiling details, 262
defining a new material, 142
plan details, 254
title blocks, 278
Renaming views, 108
Rendering, photorealistic, 124–129
cloud rendering, 126, 127–129
computer rendering, 124
draft quality, 126
high quality, 126
Interactive Ray Trace, 125
lighting schemes, 127–129
professional examples, 130–131
saving, 124, 125
student work examples, 132–133
Revit projects. See Projects
Revolve forms, 172
Ribbon, 14, 15
Roofs
adding, 154, 156
checklist, 166
flat roofs, 156–158
parapet walls, 157
sloped roofs, 154–155
walls and columns, attaching, 158
Room area schedules, 68–69
adding, 68, 238, 240
fields, adding, 68, 240
filtering, 69, 241
formatting, 69, 241
overview, 68, 240
sorting, 69, 241
viewing, 69, 241
Room finish schedule, 224–231
adding, 226
appearance, changing, 228, 230
construction phases, 229
custom fields, adding, 227
editing content, 231
fields, adding, 226
filtering, 227
finish material abbreviations, 225
formatting, 228
grouping columns, 230
overview, 224
sorting, 228
viewing, 229
Rooms
boundaries, adding, 63, 190
material abbreviations, 225
separators, adding, 63
tagging, 63, 190, 211, 223, 237
Rotated columns, 55
Rotating ceiling grids, 86
S
Saving
backup project files, 13
project files, 13
rendered images, 124–125
Scale, architectural. See Architectural scale
Schedules
door schedules, 198–205
duplicating, 218
furniture schedules by room, 218–221
quantity furniture schedules, 214–217
renaming, 218
Room area, 68–69. See also Room area schedules
room finish schedules, 224–231
sheet lists, 275
Section box, 105
Sections
building. See Building sections
casework details, 256–259. See also Casework details
Serial number, 8, 11
Shaded visual style, 107
Sheet lists, 275
  fields, adding, 275
  sorting, 275
Sheets, 270–275
  adding, 271–272
  coordinating drawing symbols, 277
  detail numbering, 277
  drawing organization, 270
  guide grid, 273
  numbering conventions, 270
  printing, 280
  renaming, 272
  sheet lists, 274
  title block variables, 273
  views, adding to, 276–277
Site components and trees, 162–165
Site plans
  checklist, 166
  topography, 159–161
  trees, 162–165
SketchUp
  exporting for, 182
  importing from Revit, 183
Slabs. See Floor slabs
Sloped ceilings, 96
Sloped roofs, 154–155
Smoke detector symbol, 97
Space plan. See Furniture plans; See Reflected ceiling plans (RCP)
Spiral stairs, 43
Split segment
  interior elevation view, 138
  section view, 148
Splitting faces
  floor slab, 120
  walls, 119
Stairs, 40–43
  curved, adding, 42
  direction, changing, 41
  modifying, 41
  shape, changing, 41
  spiral, adding, 43
  straight, adding, 40
Standards, numbering. See Numbering
Status bar, 14
Storefront walls, 70–73
  adding, 70
  doors, adding, 72–73
  solid panels, adding, 71
Straight stairs, 40
Structural columns, 54
Sweep forms, 173
Swept blend forms, 174
Symbols. See Annotation symbols
T
Tags. See Annotation tags
Templates
  architectural project, 12, 20
  families, 168
  furniture family, 168, 176
  projects, 12
Temporary dimensions
  settings, 28, 88
Text annotation (leaders)
  casework details, 259
  ceiling details, 263
  interior elevations, 141
  plan details, 255
Text labels
  overview, 273
  title block, adding to, 279
Tiling open views, 18
Title blocks (title border)
  customizing, 278–279
  project variables, 273
  sheet variables, 273
  text, adding, 279
  text labels, adding, 273, 279
  variables, 273
Topography, 159–161
  adding, 159
Trim/Extend
  multiple elements, 26
  single element, 26
  to corner, 27
Type Selector, 14
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U
User interface, 14–17
  asset browser. See Asset Browser
drawing area, 14
  file tab, 14, 16
material browser. See Material Browser
  options bar, 14
project browser, 14, 17
  properties palette, 14, 17
quick access toolbar, 14
ribbon, 14, 15
status bar, 14
type selector, 14
  view control bar, 14

V
Version
  compatibility, xiii, 7
  educational license, 6
View Control bar, 14
View cube, 104
View range, 92–93
Views
  building elevations, 144
cascading open views, 18
ceiling details, 256–263
construction plan, 188
deleting, 108
  enlarged elevation callouts, 251
enlarged plan callouts, 248–249
enlarged RCP callouts, 250
floor plan, 51
interior elevation, 136
isometric adding, 104
perspective adding, 102
plan details, 252–255
presentation plan, 62, 66
print, 280
printing, 281
printing multiple, 281
reflected ceiling plan, 51
renaming, 108
  tiling open views, 18
View-specific elements, 5
Visual styles, 106–107
Void forms, 175

W
Walls
  adding, 21–27
  arc, 25
  building, 21
circular, 25
  copying, 22
curtain wall, 74–77
deleting, 23
  extending, 26
  extending, multiple, 26
  fillet arc, 27
  moving, 23
  polygon, 24
  radius wall corners, 27
  rectangle, 24
  splitting faces, 119
  storefront, 70–73
  trim/extend to corner, 27
  trimming, 26
  trimming, multiple walls, 26
Web resources. See also Guided Discovery Exercises
  bimobject.com, 116
  furniture families, 36
  Herman Miller furniture, 36
  material library (ADSKLIB) files, 116
  Revit, download, 7–8
  Sherwin-Williams paint, 116
Windows, 28–31
  adding, 28
  copying, 30
  deleting, 29
  families, 31
  flipping, 29
  moving, 29
Wireframe visual style, 106
Witness lines, 193